
 Combination unLock: RDL  
Unlock bingos from COMMON 2 & 3-LETTER COMBOS. 7s/8s starting, containing, ending (if any). Plurals / conjugations not listed separately. 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

7s contain -RDL- 

BUIRDLY BDILRUY burly (heavy and muscular) [adj] 

CURDLED CDDELRU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

CURDLER CDELRRU one that curdles (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [n -S] 

CURDLES CDELRSU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

GIRDLED DDEGILR GIRDLE, to encircle with belt [v] 

GIRDLER DEGILRR one that girdles (to encircle with belt) [n -S] 

GIRDLES DEGILRS GIRDLE, to encircle with belt [v] 

HURDLED DDEHLRU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

HURDLER DEHLRRU one that hurdles (to jump over) [n -S] 

HURDLES DEHLRSU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

LAIRDLY ADILLRY LAIRD, owner of landed estate [adj] 

THIRDLY DHILRTY in third place [adv] 

WEIRDLY DEILRWY in weird (mysteriously strange) manner [adv] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -RDL- 

ABSURDLY ABDLRSUY ABSURD, ridiculously incongruous or unreasonable [adv] 

BEGIRDLE BDEEGILR to surround (to extend completely around) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BIRDLIFE BDEFIILR avifauna (bird life of particular region) [n -S] 

BIRDLIKE BDEIIKLR resembling bird [adj] 

BIRDLIME BDEIILMR to trap small birds [v -D, -MING, -S] 

CORDLESS CDELORSS electrical device with its own power supply [n -ES] 

CORDLIKE CDEIKLOR resembling cord [adj] 

COWARDLY ACDLORWY lacking courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adj] 

CURDLING CDGILNRU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

DOTARDLY ADDLORTY DOTARD, senile person [adj] 

ENGIRDLE DEEGILNR to engird (to gird (to surround (to extend completely around))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FORDLESS DEFLORSS unable to be forded [adj] 

GIRDLING DGGIILNR GIRDLE, to encircle with belt [v] 

HARDLINE ADEHILNR unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

HERDLIKE DEEHIKLR resembling herd [adj] 

HURDLING DGHILNRU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

INWARDLY ADILNRWY on inside [adv] 

LARDLIKE ADEIKLLR resembling lard [adj] 

LORDLESS DELLORSS having no lord [adj] 

LORDLIER DEILLORR LORDLY, of or befitting lord [adj] 

LORDLIKE DEIKLLOR lordly (of or befitting lord) [adj] 

LORDLING DGILLNOR young or unimportant lord [n -S] 

TOWARDLY ADLORTWY favorable [adj] 

UPWARDLY ADLPRUWY UPWARD, toward higher place or position [adv] 

WARDLESS ADELRSSW having no ward (part of lock casing) [adj] 

WIZARDLY ADILRWYZ WIZARD, sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [adj] 

WORDLESS DELORSSW being without words [adj] 

YARDLAND AADDLNRY old English unit of land measure [n -S] 


